Hi! I’m Jocelyn XXXXXXX and I’m a fifth grader at USA elementary school.

And I’m Jose XXXXXXX, also a fifth grader in Mrs. Tatic’s class.

We’re from Southeast Elementary in Brighton. There are many new things at Southeast. One of them is a playground for which the third graders picked the equipment. We also have many new teachers; like Mrs. Libsack who loves to teach at Southeast because it’s closer to home.

Mrs. Scheppy, Mrs. Lowen, and Mrs. Mininger feel teaching at Southeast is exciting and challenging. The staff has been welcoming to Mrs. Slater and Miss Hogle. {The students at Southeast are privileged to have such great additions.}

Now to Hollis XXXXXXX and Melissa XXXXXXX in the school library.

We’re here in the library to tell you about our collection of one million poptops. The collection began in 2004 when Mrs. Heiby was teaching her third grade students about the number one million. She decided to collect poptops.

In 2005, after becoming a whole school project, the collecting was finished. Mrs. Heiby donated one
thousand dollars so we could {build containers to hold the poptops. This is our finished collection.} Now back to Jose at the studio.

Jose

Thanks Mellissa. Brighton’s annual Homecoming Parade took place on September 19th. Many different schools and sports teams participated in the parade. Clubs like Decca, choir, and drama rode in floats. The Southeast Student Council walked in the parade. Everyone had a great time.

Joselyn

Let’s go back to school where Justine XXXXXX and Kinsey XXXXXXX will report on musical opportunities.

Chormas Key 2-Kids in Choir

SOUND FX: HORN BLOWING

Justine

If you’re musically inclined there is something for you. Our Band is made up of fifth graders and is lead by Mr. Unrich. He teaches us how to play the clarinet, sax and many other instruments. The first concert is in December.

Kinsey

At southwest we have a choir group is made up of 4th and 5th graders. Students must try out to be in this group. The director of the Sound Connection is Mrs. Bau.

Jocelyn/Jose

Once again back to the news desk.

I’m Jocelyn XXXXXX, and I’m Jose XXXXXXX....saying Goodbye from Southeast.